Main Library
3rd Floor

Academic Building
Hours do vary - check web at:
http://www.middlebury.edu/academics/lists/about/hours_maps/hours_lib/
Card Access to loading dock door

Facilities available in storage Room 137:
- 8' banquet tables
- 2-6' banquet table
- 2 easels with pads
- 1 standing podium
- 1 exam table
- 40 upholstered stacking chairs
- In Atrium: 5 permanent 8' tables with 4 chairs each

Kitchen/Custodial:
- No kitchen
- Custodial closet

Power/Media:
- Smart Place
- Elevators
- Main lighting is on energy management system. Individual rooms and spaces have touch pads, switches or motion sensors.

Extras or Concerns:
- 5-8' tables in the Atrium, cannot be moved.
- Hooked to electrical supply (4 chairs with each)